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Self-force of a scalar field for circular orbits about a Schwarzschild black hole

Steven Detweiler, Eirini Messaritaki, and Bernard F. Whiting
Department of Physics, P.O. Box 118440, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611-8440

~Received 20 February 2003; published 21 May 2003!

The foundations are laid for the numerical computation of the actual worldline for a particle orbiting a black
hole and emitting gravitational waves. The essential practicalities of this computation are illustrated here for a
scalar particle of infinitesimal size and small but finite scalar charge. This particle deviates from a geodesic
because it interacts with its own retarded fieldc ret. A recently introduced Green’s functionGS precisely
determines the singular partcS of the retarded field. This part exerts no force on the particle. The remainder of
the fieldcR5c ret2cS is a vacuum solution of the field equation and is entirely responsible for the self-force.
A particular, locally inertial coordinate system is used to determine an expansion ofcS in the vicinity of the
particle. For a particle in a circular orbit in the Schwarzschild geometry, the mode-sum decomposition of the
difference betweenc ret and the dominant terms in the expansion ofcS provide a mode-sum decomposition of
an approximation forcR from which the self-force is obtained. When more terms are included in the expan-
sion, the approximation forcR is increasingly differentiable, and the mode sum for the self-force converges
more rapidly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.104016 PACS number~s!: 04.25.Nx, 04.20.Cv, 04.30.Db, 04.70.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general relativity, a particle of infinitesimal mass w
orbit a black hole of large mass along a worldlineG which is
an exact geodesic in the background geometry determine
the large mass alone. If the orbiting particle is not infinite
mal, having a small finite mass, its orbit will no longer be
geodesic in the background of the larger mass, and gra
tional waves will be emitted by the system — at infinity.
the neighborhood of the small particle, local measureme
cannot separately distinguish the background of the la
mass from asmoothperturbation to it caused by the presen
of the smaller mass@1#. The actual orbit of the particle ca
be analyzed in a linearization of the Einstein equations v
perturbation expansion in the ratio of the masses. Thro
first order in this ratio,G is known to be a geodesic of
geometry perturbed from the background of the large m
by the presence of the smaller one@1#. The difference of the
worldline from a geodesic in the background is said to ar
from the interaction of the orbiting particle with its ow
gravitational field. It is said to result from a ‘‘self-force,
even though, in the perturbed geometry determined by b
the small and large masses, the orbit would be observed t
geodesic.

In a strict sense, if the particle is of infinitesimal size, th
its own field is singular along its worldline, and there t
perturbation analysis fails. This difficulty can be avoided
allowing the size of the particle to remain finite while invo
ing the conservation of the stress-energy tensor withi
world tube which surrounds the worldline, in a manner sim
lar to Dirac’s @2# classical analysis. The balance of ener
and momentum indicates how to calculate the self-force
way which is independent of the size of the particle. T
limit of vanishing size may then be taken without confusio

In curved spacetime, analyses beginning with DeWitt a
Brehme@3# and subsequently by Mino, Sasaki and Tana
@4# and by Quinn and Wald@5,6# formally resolve the diffi-
culty presented by the singularity in curved spacetime wit
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Hadamard expansion@3# of the Green’s function nearG. The
retarded Green’s functionGret(p,p8) incorporates physically
appropriate boundary conditions and describes the fieldc ret

of a particle moving through a given spacetime. In most p
discussions of the self-force,Gret(p,p8) is commonly di-
vided into a ‘‘direct’’ part, which has support only on the pa
null cone of the field pointp, and a ‘‘tail’’ part, which has
support inside the past null cone and is a result of the cu
ture of spacetime. The analyses show thatc tail5c ret2cdir is
necessarily finite at the particle and suggest that it is the
of c which belongs on the right-hand side of an equation
the self-force@6#

Fa5q¹ac. ~1!

In these approaches, the use ofc tail instead ofc ret constitutes
a form of regularization of the singularc ret. Actually, while
finite, c tail is generally not differentiable on the worldline@3#
if the Ricci scalar of the background is not zero. Similar
the electromagnetic potentialAa

tail ~respectively, the gravita-
tional metric perturbationhab

tail) is not differentiable at the
particle if (Rab2 1

6 gabR)ub ~respectively,Rcadbu
cud) is non-

zero in the background. In all such cases, some versio
averaging must be invoked to make sense of the self-fo
Moreover, we find it instructive to observe that the tail pa
of the field is necessarily associated with a nonphysical
homogeneous source, i.e.¹a¹ac tailÞ0: cf. Eq. ~30!.

In this paper an alternative regularization of the fieldc ret

is used to compute the self-force where, in particular,
regularization we mean not only controlling the singular b
havior, but also the differentiability. We have recently giv
a precise procedure for decomposing the retarded field
neighborhood ofG into two parts@1#:

c ret5cS1cR, ~2!

wherecS is a solution of the inhomogeneous field equati
for the particle, and is determined in the neighborhood of
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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worldline entirely by local analysis via Eq.~36!. As bothc ret

andcS are inhomogeneous solutions of the same differen
equation, it follows thatcR, defined by Eq.~2! is necessarily
a homogeneous solution and is therefore expected to be
ferentiable onG. In Ref. @1# we showed thatcR formally
gives the correct self-force when substituted on the rig
hand side of Eq.~1! in place ofc tail. In this papercR is used
for an explicit computation of the self-force. We considercS

to be associated with the singular source, andcR with the
regular remainder.

While the procedure which follows from Eq.~2! is well
understood in principle, its application to physically intere
ing situations remains a challenge. In this paper we cons
a particle endowed with a scalar chargeq in circular motion
about a Schwarzschild black hole. On a technical leve
spherical harmonic decomposition of bothc ret and cS pro-
vides the multipole components of each, and the mode
mode sum of the difference of these components determ
cR and, thence, the self-force.

In Sec. II we give a brief overview of the relation betwe
our work and that of earlier authors. We also summarize
analytical results and introduce the additional regulariz
parameters which allow us to obtain increased converge
in our mode sum representation of the self-force.

A special set of coordinates is described in Sec. III;
Thorne-Hartle-Zhang~THZ! coordinates, introduced b
Thorne and Hartle@7# and extended by Zhang@8#, are locally
inertial on a geodesic. These coordinates are convenien
describing the scalar wave equation in the vicinity of t
geodesic, where the metric takes a particularly advantage
form. In Sec. IV the Hadamard expansion for the Gree
function, discussed in detail by DeWitt and Brehme@3#, is
described in terms of Synge’s@9# ‘‘world function’’ s(p,p8),
which is defined as half of the square of the geodesic
tance between two pointsp andp8. We obtain boths(p,p8)
and the Hadamard expansion in terms of the THZ coo
nates.

Section V outlines the determination of the regularizat
parameters given below in Eqs.~13! to ~15!. These results
are in agreement with, but extend by going to higher ord
the work of Barack and Ori@10–12# and Mino, Nakano and
Sasaki@12,13#.

In Sec. VI, with a concrete application of our method, w
examine a scalar charge in a circular orbit of the Schwa
child geometry at a radius of 10M . It is in this section that
we see the practical advantage of using a higher order
proximation in the regularization ofcS. The additional pa-
rameters we find enable us to increase dramatically the
of convergence in the self-force summation.

In several Appendixes we include details concerning
THZ coordinates, the mathematical analyses which focus
calculation of the regularization parameters and a brief s
mary of details concerning the integration of the scalar w
equation in the Schwarzschild geometry.

Notation. a,b, . . . are four dimensional space-time ind
ces. i , j , . . . are three dimensional spatial indice
(ts,r ,u,f) are the usual Schwarzschild coordinates.t,x,y,z
are locally-inertial THZ coordinates attached to the geode
G, and r2[x21y21z2. The geodesicG is given asxa
10401
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5za(t), wheret is the proper time alongG. The flat spatial
metric in Cartesian coordinates isd i j . The flat Minkowski
metric in Minkowski coordinates ishab5(21,1,1,1). The
pointsp and p8 refer to a field point and a source point o
the world line of the particle, respectively. In the coinciden
limit p→p8. An expression such asO(rn) means of the
order ofrn asxi→0 in the THZ coordinates. But note tha
the differentiability of such an order term is only necessar
Cn21 at xi50.

II. OVERVIEW OF RELATION TO EARLIER WORK

Formally, although our approach differs from that
Barack and Ori, our method of implementation is similar
that in their pioneering analysis in Refs.@10,11,14#. In their
procedure, which Burko has implemented@15,16# both for a
scalar field with radial and with circular orbits of Schwarz
child, the self-force may be thought of as being evalua
from @30#

F a
self5 lim

p→p8

@F a
ret~p!2F a

dir~p!#, ~3!

where p8 is the event onG where the self-force is to be
determined,p is an event in the neighborhood ofp8, and the
relationship betweenFa(p) andc(p) is as given in Eq.~1!.
To make use of this equation, bothF a

ret(p) andF a
dir(p) are

expanded into multipole, modes, withF ,a
ret(p) determined

numerically. Typically the source is expanded in terms
spherical harmonics, and then a similar expansion forc ret is
used

c ret5(
,m

c,m
ret ~r ,t !Y,m~u,f! ~4!

where c,m
ret (r ,t) is found numerically. The individual,m

components ofc ret in this expansion are finite at the locatio
of the particle even though their sum is singular. ThenF ,a

ret is
finite and results from summingq¹a(c,m

ret Y,m) over m. The
,-mode expansion ofF a

dir(p) was initially determined by a
local analysis of the Green’s function for an orbit atr o in
Schwarzschild coordinates in Ref.@10#,

lim
r→r o

F ,a
dir5S ,1

1

2DAa1Ba1
Ca

,1
1

2

1O~,22!, ~5!

in which it was found that theO(,22) terms yield precisely
zero when summed over,. Moreover, for circular geodesic
in the equatorial plane of the Schwarzschild geometry,
regularization parameterCa50 andAa and Ba also vanish
except for theirr components. The values ofAr andBr , first
determined by Barack and Ori@10–12#, are given below in
Eqs.~13! and~14!. A further term, which we shall denote a
Da8 , was also introduced in Refs.@10–12# and shown there
to be zero. It refers to the sum of theO(,22) terms in Eq.
~5!. We comment further about the contribution ofDa8 to-
wards the end of this section. The self-force is ultimate
calculated as
6-2
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F a
self5 (

,50

` F lim
p→p8

F ,a
ret2S ,1

1

2DAa2Ba2
Ca

,1
1

2
G1Da8 .

~6!

Burko @15# notes in his numerical analysis that the terms
this sum scale as 1/,2 for large,, the sum converges as 1/,,
and it is evident from his results that he computes to at le
,580 and finds improved convergence with Richardson
trapolation.

From our perspective, the self-force at a pointp8 on G is
formally given by

F a
self5F a

ret2F a
S5F a

R[q¹acR ~7!

evaluated at the source pointp8. Formally, the functioncS is
defined only in a neighborhood ofp8; however for calcula-
tional purposes, the function may be extended in any smo
manner throughout the spacetime. While the spherical
monic components of this extended function in t
Schwarzschild geometry are not uniquely determined, t
still provide a convergent expression forcS for events near
p8. Thus, in the Schwarzschild geometry the spherical h
monic expansions ofcS andc ret yield

c,m
R ~r ,t !5c,m

ret ~r ,t !2c,m
S ~r ,t !, ~8!

and the self-force can be determined by evaluating the ve
field

F a
self5¹a (

,m
c,m

R Y,m

5¹a (
,m

~c,m
ret 2c,m

S !Y,m ~9!

at the source pointp8. Further, with the definitions

F ,a
S/ret5¹a (

m
c,m

S/retY,m , ~10!

the self-force is

F a
self5(

,
~F ,a

ret2F ,a
S ! ~11!

evaluated atr o . In the above expressions the difference
multipole moments must be taken before the summa
over ,.

In our approach the regularization parameters are der
from the multipole components of¹acS evaluated at the
source point and are used to control both singular beha
and differentiability. In Sec. V we consider circular orbits
the Schwarzschild geometry at radiusr o and show that
10401
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lim
r→r o

F ,r
S 5S ,1

1

2DAr1Br2
2A2Dr

~2,21!~2,13!

1
Er

1P3/2

~2,23!~2,21!~2,13!~2,15!
1O~,26!

~12!

where the regularization parameters are independent of, and
given by

Ar52 sgn~D!
@r o~r o23M !#1/2

r o
2~r o22M !

~13!

Br52F r o23M

r o
4~r o22M !

G 1/2FF1/22
~r o23M !F3/2

2~r o22M ! G ,
~14!

and

Dr5F2r o
2~r o22M !

r o23M G1/2F2
M ~r o22M !F21/2

2r o
4~r o23M !

2
~r o2M !~r o24M !F1/2

8r o
4~r o22M !

1
~r o23M !~5r o

227r oM214M2!F3/2

16r o
4~r o22M !2

2
3~r o23M !2~r o1M !F5/2

16r o
4~r o22M !2 G . ~15!

Er
1 has not yet been determined analytically, but the cons

P3/2 in Eq. ~12! is independent of, and is given in Eq.
~D23!; the, dependence of theEr

1 term, and of higher order
parameters (Er

k , k.1), is discussed in Sec. V. In these e
pressions Fq refers to the hypergeometric functio

2F1@q, 1
2 ;1;M /(r o22M )#. The Ar andBr terms agree with

the results of Refs.@10–13# restricted to circular orbits.
When summed over all,, theDr andEr

k terms individually
give no contribution to the self-force. This is consistent w
the results in@10–13#, but note the different definition ofDr

there, which we have referred to above asDa8 . Our results
thus yield the identical self-force to that of Barack and O

As we shall show in Sec. IV, in generalcS can be known
only approximately. If we ignore theDr andEr

k terms in the
approximation forcS, then the approximation forcR is only
C1. Hence, theDr andEr

k terms must be included forcR to
be a homogeneous solution of Eq.~30! as discussed above
Although we have just indicated above that theDr and Er

k

terms give no overall contribution to the self-force, we fin
that understanding the nature of these additional terms ca
used to speed up dramatically the convergence of the su
Eq. ~11!. We have used this understanding in obtaining
results of Sec. VI.
6-3
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III. THZ NORMAL COORDINATES

The scalar wave equation takes a simple form when w
ten in a particular coordinate system in which the ba
ground geometry looks as flat as possible. Consider a ge
sic G through a background vacuum spacetime geom
gab . Let R be a representative length scale of the ba
ground geometry—the smallest of the radius of curvatu
the scale of inhomogeneities, and the time scale for chan
in curvature alongG. A normal coordinate system can a
ways be found@17# where, onG, the metric and its first
derivatives match the Minkowski metric, and the coordin
t measures the proper time. Normal coordinates for a geo
sic are not unique, and we use particular coordinates wh
were introduced by Thorne and Hartle@7# and extended by
Zhang @8# to describe the external multipole moments o
vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. In Appendix
we give a constructive algorithm for finding these THZ c
ordinates for any particular geodesic in a vacuum spacet
In THZ coordinates

gab5hab1Hab

5hab1 2Hab1 3Hab1O~r4/R 4!, r/R→0, ~16!

with

2Habdxadxb52E i j x
ixj~dt21dkldxkdxl !

1
4

3
ekpqB i

q xpxidtdxk

2
20

21F Ėi j x
ixjxk2

2

5
r2Ėikxi Gdtdxk

1
5

21Fxie jpqḂ k
q xpxk2

1

5
r2epqiḂj

qxpGdxidxj

~17!

and

3Habdxadxb52
1

3
E i jkxixjxk~dt21dkldxkdxl !

1
2

3
ekpqB i j

q xpxixjdtdxk

1O~r4/R 4! i j dxidxj , ~18!

wherehab is the flat Minkowski metric in the THZ coordi
nates (t,x,y,z), e i jk is the flat space Levi-Civita tensor,r2

5x21y21z2 and the indicesi , j , k, l , p and q are spatial
and raised and lowered with the three dimensional flat sp
metric d i j . Note that a term ofO(r4/R 4) is only known to
be C3 in the limit. We call coordinates whereHab matches
only Eq. ~17! second order THZ coordinates; these coor
nates are well defined up to the addition of arbitrary fun
tions of O(r4/R 3). Third order THZ coordinates match Eq
~16! through the terms in Eq.~18!; these are well defined u
to the addition of arbitrary functions ofO(r5/R 4). The ex-
10401
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ternal multipole moments are spatial, symmetric, tracef
tensors and are related to the Riemann tensor evaluatedG
by

Ei j 5Rtit j , ~19!

Bi j 5e i
pqRpq jt/2, ~20!

Ei jk5@¹kRtit j #
STF ~21!

and

Bi jk5
3

8
@e i

pq¹kRpq jt#
STF ~22!

where STF means to take the symmetric, tracefree part w
respect to the spatial indicesi , j and k. Ei j and Bi j are
O(1/R 2), andEi jk andBi jk are O(1/R 3). The dot denotes
differentiation of the multipole moment with respect tot
along G. That all of the above external multipole momen
are tracefree follows from the assumption that the ba
ground geometry is a vacuum solution of the Einstein eq
tions.

The THZ coordinates are a specialization of harmonic
ordinates, and it is useful to define the ‘‘Gothic’’ form of th
metric

gab[A2ggab ~23!

as well as

H̄ab[hab2gab. ~24!

A coordinate system is harmonic if and only if

]aH̄ab50. ~25!

Zhang@8# gives an expansion ofgab for an arbitrary solution
of the vacuum Einstein equations in THZ coordinates,
Eq. ~3.26!. The lower order terms ofH̄ab in this expansion
are

H̄ab5 2H̄ab1 3H̄ab1O~r4/R 4! ~26!

where

2H̄tt522E i j x
ixj

2H̄tk52
2

3
ekpqBqixpxi1

10

21F Ėi j x
ixjxk2

2

5
Ėi

kxir2G
~27!

2H̄ i j 5
5

21Fx( ie j )pqḂqkxpxk2
1

5
epq( iḂ q

j ) xpr2G
and
6-4
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3H̄tt52
2

3
E i jkxixjxk

3H̄tk52
1

3
ekpqBqi jxpxixj ~28!

3H̄ i j 5O~r4/R 4!.

At linear order inH̄ab, the metric perturbationHab is the
trace reversed version ofH̄ab,

Hab5H̄ab2
1

2
gabH̄ c

c , ~29!

and Eqs.~16!–~18! are precisely the terms up toO(r4/R 4)
which correspond to Zhang’s@8# expansion.

IV. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS FOR A SCALAR FIELD

The scalar field equation

¹2c524p% ~30!

is formally solved in terms of a Green’s function,

¹2G~p,p8!52~2g!21/2d4~xp
a2xp8

a
!, ~31!

wherep8 represents a source point onG, andp a nearby field
point. The source function for a point charge moving alon
worldline G, described byp8(t), is

%~p!5q E ~2g!21/2d4
„p2p8~t!… dt, ~32!

wheret is the proper time along the worldline of the partic
with scalar chargeq. The scalar field of this particle is

c~p!54pq E G@p,p8~t!#dt. ~33!

DeWitt and Brehme@3# analyze scalar-field self-force e
fects by using the Hadamard expansion of the Green’s fu
tion. An important quantity is Synge’s@9# ‘‘world function’’
s(p,p8) which is half of the square of the distance along
geodesic between two nearby pointsp and p8. The usual
symmetric scalar field Green’s function is derived from t
Hadamard form to be@3#

Gsym~p,p8!5
1

8p
@u~p,p8!d~s!2v~p,p8!Q~2s!#

~34!

whereu(p,p8) andv(p,p8) are bi-scalars described by De
Witt and Brehme. TheQ(2s) guarantees that only whenp
and p8 are timelike related is there a contribution fro
v(p,p8).

The retarded and advanced Green’s functions are
10401
a

c-

Gret~p,p8!52Q@S~p!,p8#Gsym~p,p8!

~35!
Gadv~p,p8!52Q@p8,S~p!#Gsym~p,p8!

where Q@S(p),p8#512Q@p8,S(p)# equals 1 if p8 is in
the past of a spacelike hypersurfaceS(p) that intersectsp,
and is zero otherwise. The terms in a Green’s function c
tainingu andv are commonly referred to as the ‘‘direct’’ an
‘‘tail’’ parts, respectively.

A second symmetric Green’s function@1#

GS~p,p8!5
1

8p
@u~p,p8!d~s!1v~p,p8!Q~s!# ~36!

precisely identifies the part ofc which is not responsible for
the self-force. In particular, the regular remainder

cR5c ret2cS ~37!

is a homogeneous solution of the field equation~30! and
completely provides the self-force when put on the rig
hand side of Eq.~1! @1#.

A. Approximation for cS

In this section approximate expansions are derived forGS

and cS. For a vacuum spacetime (Rab50) which is nearly
flat Thorne and Kova´cs @18# show that

u~p,p8!511O~r4/R 4!, ~38!

their Eqs.~39! and ~40!, and they evaluate the direct part o
the retarded Green’s function to be

1

4p
u~p,p8!d ret@s~p,p8!#

5S 11O~r4/R 4!

4pṡ
D

tret

d~ tp2t ret!, ~39!

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect totp8 .
We now expressṡ ret in terms of the THZ coordinates to

obtain Eq. ~47! below. When the source pointp8 is on
G, s(p,p8) is particularly easy to evaluate in THZ coord
nates for p close to p8. Synge’s @9# ‘‘world function’’
s(p,p8) is shown by Thorne and Kova´cs @18# to be

s~p,p8!5
1

2
xaxbS hab1 E

C
Hab dl D 1O~r6/R 4!,

~40!

their Eqs.~37! and ~38!, where the THZ coordinates ofp8
are (tp8,0,0,0),xa is the coordinate of the field pointp, and
the coordinates of the path of integrationC are given by
za(l)5l(xa2tp8d t

a) with l running from 0 to 1. We closely
follow the analysis in@18#, while using THZ coordinates
and only work through lower orders inr/R.

Given Hab5 2Hab1 3Hab from Eqs. ~17! and ~18!, the
integral of a component ofHab along C is straightforward.
For example,
6-5
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E
C

Htt dl52E
C
S E i j z

iz j1
1

3
E i jkz iz jzkDdl1O~r4/R 4!

52
1

3
E i j x

ixj2
1

12
E i jkxixjxk1O~r4/R 4!. ~41!

The other components give similar results. If we define

Hab[ E
C

Hab dl, ~42!

then Synge’s world function is

s~p,p8!5
1

2
xaxbhab1

1

2
~ tp2tp8!

2Htt

1~ tp2tp8!x
iHi t1

1

2
xixjHi j 1O~r6/R 4!,

52
1

2
~12Htt!@~ tp82tp1xiHi t !

2

2xixj~h i j 1Hi j !/~12Htt!#1O~r6/R 4!.

~43!

The second equality depends upon the facts thatHab
5O(r2/R 2) and thatutp82tpu5O(r) near the null cone.

With the source point onG,

xixj~h i j 1Hi j !5r2~11Htt!1O~r6/R 4! ~44!

where

r25xixjh i j . ~45!

The result in Eq.~44! depends upon the detailed nature
2Hi j and 3Hi j in Eqs. ~17! and ~18! as well as upon the
definition of Hi j in Eq. ~42!.

After the substitution of Eq.~44! into Eq. ~43!, factoriza-
tion of s yields

s~p,p8!52
1

2
~12Htt!@ tp82tp1xiHi t2r~11Htt!#

3@ tp82tp1xiHi t1r~11Htt!#1O~r6/R 4!.

~46!

At the retarded time,p8 is on the past null cone emanatin
from p, wheres(p,p8)50, and it follows that the first of the
factors in square brackets is;r and the second must b
r213O(r6/R 4)5O(r5/R 4) to cancel the order term in Eq
~46! and haves(p,p8) vanish precisely. Thus, differentiatio
of Eq. ~46! with respect totp8 and evaluation at the retarde
time yields an expression which is dominated by the p
which results from the differentiation of the second term
square brackets,
10401
f

rt

Fds~p,p8!

dtp8
G

ret

52
1

2
~12Htt!@ tp82tp1xiHi t2r~11Htt!#

1O~r6/R 5!

52
1

2
~12Htt!@22r~11Htt!1O~r5/R 4!#

5r@11O~r4/R 4!#; ~47!

the first equality follows from taking the derivative of th
second term in square brackets in Eq.~46! with respect to
tp8 , the second equality from evaluating at the retarded tim
and the third equality follows from Eqs.~41! and ~42!.

The direct part of the retarded Green’s function in E
~39! is now

1

4p
u~p,p8!d ret@s~p,p8!#

5~4pr!21d@ tp82tp1xiHi t1r~11Htt!

1O~r5/R 4!#@11O~r4/R 4!#. ~48!

DeWitt and Brehme show that in general

v~p,p8!52
1

12
R~p8!1O~r/R 3!, p→G, ~49!

but in vacuum, whereR50 from the Einstein equations,

v~p,p8!5O~r2/R 4!. ~50!

This follows from Eq. ~2.9! with substitutions from Eqs.
~2.14!, ~2.15!, ~1.76! and ~1.10! of Ref. @3#. The dominant
contribution tocS from the v(p,p8) term is O(r3/R 4) in
the coincidence limit,p→G.

All together then, with Eqs.~48! and~49!, substituted into
Eq. ~36! and an integration over the worldline,

cS5q/r1O~r3/R 4!. ~51!

We note that the third order THZ coordinates are only w
defined up to the addition of a term ofO(r5/R 4). Such an
addition would change 1/r by the sum of a term that is
O(r3/R 4), and would be consistent with the order term
Eq. ~51!. The differentiability of the order term is of interes
and a term ofO(r3/R 4) is C2 in the limit that r→0. In
light of the fact thatcR is a homogeneous solution, Eq.~51!
clarifies the relationship between the accuracy of an appr
mation forcS and the differentiability of the subsequent a
proximation forcR5c ret2cS, and the self-force]acR. Spe-
cifically, if the approximation forcS is in error by aCn

function, then the approximation forcR is no more differen-
tiable thanCn and the approximation for]acR is no more
differentiable thanCn21.
6-6
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B. Intuitive understanding for cS

Before continuing, it is instructive to provide an eleme
tary, direct explanation of Eq.~51! by taking full advantage
of the features of the THZ coordinates. The scalar wave
erator in THZ coordinates, is

A2g¹a¹ac5]a~hab]bc!2]a~H̄ab]bc! ~52!

or

A2g¹a¹ac5hab]a]bc2H̄ i j ] i] jc22H̄ it] ( i] t)c

2H̄tt] t] tc. ~53!

Direct substitution into Eq.~53! shows how wellq/r ap-
proximatescS. If c is replaced byq/r on the right hand
side, then the first term gives ad function, the third and
fourth terms vanish becauser is independent oft, and in the
second term2H̄ i j has no contribution because of the deta
given in Eq.~27!, and the remainder ofH̄ i j yields a term that
scales asO(r/R 4). Thus,

A2g¹a¹a~q/r!524pqd3~xi !1O~r/R 4!, r/R→0.

~54!

From consideration of solutions of Laplace’s equation in
spacetime, it follows that aC2 correction to q/r, of
O(r3/R 4), would remove the remainder on the right-ha
side. We conclude thatcS5q/r1O(r3/R 4) is an inhomo-
geneous solution of the scalar field wave equation. And
error in the approximation ofcS by q/r is C2.

V. REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS FOR A CIRCULAR
ORBIT OF THE SCHWARZSCHILD GEOMETRY

In Appendix B we give the detailed functional relatio
ship between the THZ coordinates (t,x,y,z) and the
Schwarzschild coordinates (ts,r ,u,f) for an orbit described
by r 5r o with u5p/2 andf5Vts.

As seen in Sec. IV, an approximation tocS is

cS5q/r1O~r3/R 4!. ~55!

The regularization parameters result from evaluating
multipole components ofq/r at the location of the source
The use in this manner ofq/r, in lieu of cS itself, is justified
because the error in the approximation tocS, being
O(r3/R 4), gives no contribution to¹acS asx→0.

To aid in the multipole expansion we rotate the us
Schwarzschild coordinates to move the coordinate loca
of the particle from the equatorial plane to a location wh
sinQ50 for a specificts, following the approach of Barack
and Ori as described in@11#. Thus, we define new anglesQ
andF in terms of the usual Schwarzschild angles by

sinu cos~f2Vts!5 cosQ

sinu sin~f2Vts!5 sinQ cosF ~56!

cosu5 sinQ sinF.
10401
-
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A coordinate rotation maps eachY,m(u,f) into a linear
combination of theY,m8(Q,F) which preserves the index,,
while m8 runs over2, . . . ,. Thus, the, component of the
self-force, after summation overm, is invariant under the
coordinate rotation.

To obtain the regularization parameters: first we expa
] r(q/r) into a sum of spherical harmonic components who
amplitudes depend uponr. Then we take the limitr→r o .
Finally only the m50 components contribute to the sel
force at Q50 becauseY,m(0,F)50 for mÞ0. Thus, the
regularization parameters of Eq.~12! are the (,,m50)
spherical harmonic components of] r(q/r) evaluated atr o .

In this sectione is a formal parameter which is to be set
unity at the end of a calculation; a term containing a factor
en is O(rn). We use it to help identify the behavior of ce
tain terms in the coincidence limit,xi→0. We have used
MAPLE and GRTENSOR extensively to obtain the results re
ported below.

A lengthy expression forr2, for a circular orbit in the
Schwarzschild geometry, may be derived from the analy
of Appendix B. TheO(e2) part of r2 is

r̃2[
r oD

2

r o22M
12r o

2
r o22M

r o23M
x~12 cosQ! ~57!

where

D[~r 2r o!, ~58!

and

x[12
M sin2 F

r o22M
. ~59!

The dependence ofr2 on the Schwarzschild coordinate
may be written solely in terms ofD, x and r̃ by use of Eq.
~57! to remove cosQ, then Eqs.~58! and~59! remover and
sinF respectively. We formally expand] r(1/r) in powers of
e to obtain

] r~1/r!52
e22r oD

r̃3~r o22M !
2

e21

r̃r o
F12

r o23M

2x~r o22M !

1O~D2/ r̃2,D4/ r̃4!G1e0O~D/ r̃,D2/ r̃2!

1
e1r̃

r o
4 F2

M ~r o22M !

2~r o23M !
2

~r o2M !~r o24M !

8x~r o22M !

1
~r o23M !~5r o

227r oM214M2!

16x2~r o22M !2

2
3~r o23M !2~r o1M !

16x3~r o22M !2
1O~D2/r o ,D4/ r̃2r o!G

1O~r2!. ~60!

We consider the multipole expansion, in the limit thatD
→0, of them50 part of each coefficient ofen for n522 to
6-7
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1. A convenient method to find them50 component in one
of the following terms involves integrating over the angleF
using details described in Appendix C. The expansion of
Q dependence in terms of Legendre polynomials is
scribed in Appendix D.

First term. The D→0 limit of the expansion of thee22

term in Eq.~60! is

lim
D→0

2
e22r oD

r̃3~r o22M !

5 lim
D→0

2S r o

r o22M D 1/2S r oD
2

r o22M D 1/2

3F r oD
2

r o22M
1

2r o
2~r o22M !

r o23M
x~12 cosQ!G23/2

52S r o

r o22M D 1/2 sgn~D!~r o23M !

r o
2~r o22M2M sin2 F!

3 (
,50

` S ,1
1

2D P,~cosQ!, ~61!

wheree has been set equal to 1 on the right-hand side h
and below, and where the second equality follows from
~D12! with the substitution

d25D2~r o23M !/@2r o~r o22M !2x#. ~62!

Integrating overF and dividing by 2p ~denoted by the angle
bracketŝ & here and in Appendix C! via Eq.~C7!, to find the
m50 contribution, results in

lim
D→0

K 2
e22r oD

r̃3~r o22M !
L

52sgn~D!
@r o~r o23M !#1/2

r o
2~r o22M !

(
,50

` S ,1
1

2D P,~ cosQ!.

~63!

In the coincidence limitP,( cosQ)51 and a term in this sum
is then

2S ,1
1

2D sgn~D!
@r o~r o23M !#1/2

r o
2~r o22M !

~64!

which determines theAr term in Eq. ~12! as given in Eq.
~13!.

Second term.TheD→0 limit of the e21 term in Eq.~60!
is
10401
e
-

re
.

lim
D→0

2
e21

r̃r o
F12

r o23M

2x~r o22M !G
52F r o23M

2r o
4~r o22M2M sin2 F!~12 cosQ!

G 1/2

3F12
r o23M

2x~r o22M !G
52F r o23M

2r o
4~r o22M !

G 1/2

3~12 cosQ!21/2F 1

x1/2
2

r o23M

2x3/2~r o22M !
G . ~65!

Integrating overF results in hypergeometric functions a
shown in Eq.~C3!, and the expansion of (12 cosQ)21/2 in
terms of theP,( cosQ) is given in Eq.~D7! and results in

lim
D→0

K 2
e21

r̃r o
F12

r o23M

x~r o22M !G L
52F r o23M

2r o
4~r o22M !

G 1/2FF1/22
~r o23M !F3/2

2~r o22M ! G
3A2 (

,50

`

P,~ cosQ!. ~66!

In the coincidence limitP,( cosQ)51 and a term in this sum
is then

Br52F r o23M

r o
4~r o22M !

G 1/2FF1/22
~r o23M !F3/2

2~r o22M ! G ~67!

which is theBr term in Eq.~12! as given in Eq.~14!.
Third term.TheO(e0) term in Eq.~60! is zero in the limit

that D→0 for nonzeroQ, and gives no contribution to the
sum in Eq.~12! as follows from Eq.~D7!.

Last term.For the last,e1, term in Eq.~60! we consider

lim
D→0

r̃5F2r o
2~r o22M !

r o23M G1/2

x1/2~12 cosQ!1/2. ~68!

After the expansion of (12 cosQ)1/2 described in Eq.~D16!
and the integration overF with Eq. ~C3!, the multipole ex-
pansion of ther̃ terms in Eq.~60! gives

F2r o
2~r o22M !

r o23M G1/2F2
M ~r o22M !F21/2

2r o
4~r o23M !

2
~r o2M !~r o24M !F1/2

8r o
4~r o22M !

1
~r o23M !~5r o

227r oM214M2!F3/2

16r o
4~r o22M !2
6-8
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2
3~r o23M !2~r o1M !F5/2

16r o
4~r o22M !2 G

3 (
,50

`
22A2P,~ cosQ!

~2,21!~2,13!
. ~69!

In the coincidence limitP,( cosQ)51, and a term in this
sum is then

Dr

22A2

~2,21!~2,13!
, ~70!

which definesDr , as in Eq.~15!, and is a term in Eq.~12!.
The remainder.These derivations of the regularization p

rameters reveal a pattern for the,-dependence of higher or
der parameters, even if the overall scale of the param
remains unknown.

The successive terms in Eq.~60! provide increasingly ac-
curate approximations of] rc

S and also increasingly accura
approximations of ] rc

R5] rc
ret2] rc

S. In principle the
terms throughO(e0) are sufficient to calculate the radia
component of the self-force; this is effectively the level
approximation described in Refs.@10–13# and implemented
in Ref. @15#. With the inclusion ofO(e0) terms the approxi-
mation for] rc

R is C0, the remainder terms scale as,22 for
large , and their sum converges. But when the approxim
tion of ] rc

S is improved by the addition of theO(e) terms,
the resulting approximation of] rc

R is thenC1, and we see
below that the remainder terms scale as,24 resulting in a
more rapid convergence of the sum for the self-force.

As the approximation of] rc
S is improved by successiv

terms of greater differentiability, the resulting approximati
of ] rc

R is not only more differentiable but also leads
increasingly rapid convergence of the sum for the self-for

We can anticipate the details of how this occurs. From
descriptions of the THZ coordinates in Appendix B and
cS in terms of THZ coordinates in Sec. IV, we expect that t
O(e2) term in Eq.~60! is C1. A more accurate approxima
tion to cS could be provided by the modification

r2→r21lNX N, ~71!

where the components oflN5O(1/R n22) are not functions
of the coordinates but depend only upon the orbit and
coordinate location of the particle. Here we borrow the n
tation of the analysis of STF tensors@19# whereN is a multi-
index that representsn spatial indicesi 1i 2 . . . i n , however
while lN is symmetric it is not necessarily tracefree. Al
X N representsX i 1X i 2 . . . X i n where theX i represents one
of X, Y or Z defined in Appendix B. Now,r2 is already
determined throughO(e5), so thatn is necessarily greate
than or equal to 6 for an improved approximation. And wh
we do not know the actual value oflN , we assume that suc
a lN exists that provides an improved approximation tocS.

Such a correction tor2 ultimately results in the addition
of
10401
er
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] rF2
lNX N

2r̃3
1O~r4/R 5!G ~72!

to ] r(1/r) in Eq. ~60!, which is of O(e2) and C 1 if n56.
This result is consistent with Eq.~51! and with the discussion
following Eq. ~54! in Sec. IV above. With this improved
approximation the resulting error term in Eq.~60! would be
O(e3) andC2.

Finding higher order THZ coordinates might not be t
best way to correct the approximation forcS, but any such
correction involving an expansion aboutG would necessarily
take the generic form of a homogeneous polynomial inX, Y
and Z ~or equivalently inxi) divided by r̃ raised to some
integral power. Thus to find higher order corrections tocS,
we are led to consider the multipole expansion of a term s
as in Eq.~72!, for n>6 and to determine the nature of th
regularization parameters that would result.

First X, Y andZ are replaced by their definitions in term
of the usual Schwarzschild coordinates in Eqs.~B1!–~B3!.
Then, the angles are changed toQ andF via Eq. ~56!. And
finally all coordinate dependence is written in terms ofD, x

and r̃ as described above in Eq.~60!. The result is a sum of
terms each of which is ofO(en24), for n>6 and whose
coordinate dependence is contained in the functionsD
~which depends only uponr ), x ~which depends only upon
F) and r̃. As x→0 both D and r̃ are O(e) while x

5O(1), so that each term must include a factorDqr̃p for
integers q and p where q1p5n24>2. In fact, careful
analysis of the above substitutions shows thatq>0. All of
the Q dependence resides inr̃p.

The Legendre polynomial expansion ofr̃p, for odd p, is
discussed at length in Appendix D. There we show that wh
p521 ~respectively,p,21), a consequence of Eq.~D7!
@respectively, Eq.~D11!# is that the expansion coefficient
scale as a constant~respectively, diverge as (r 2r o)

p) when
r→r o . The coefficients of the expansionDqr̃p then scale as
(r 2r o)

q @respectively, (r 2r o)
q1p]. In both cases the powe

is an integer>2. In the limit that r→r o these terms ap-
proach zero and give no contribution to the regularizat
parameters. The case ofp even and negative gives a simila
result, but is not discussed in the Appendix. We conclude
if p,0 then no contribution to the regularization paramet
results.

If p>0 andq.0 then the Legendre polynomial expa
sion of r̃p is well behaved and finite asr→r o , but the prod-
uct Dqr̃p vanishes in the limitr→r o and gives no contribu-
tion to the regularization parameters.

If q50 andp>2 and is even, then theQ dependence is
in the form of a polynomial in cosQ which has an expansion
in terms of the Legendre polynomials only up toPp(Q), and
becauser̃50 when r 5r o and Q50 the sum of this finite
number of terms is zero and gives no contribution to
regularization parameters. This case always results when
improvement to] rc

S is O(en) for n being even.
The only remaining case isq50 andp.2 being a posi-

tive odd integer. In the limit thatr→0, r̃p}(12 cosQ)p/2.
6-9
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The Legendre polynomial expansion of this function is d
cussed in detail in Appendix D. We see in Eq.~D22! that, for
k a positive integer

~12 cosQ!k11/25 (
,50

`

A ,
k11/2P,~ cosQ! ~73!

where

A ,
k11/25~2,11!Pk11/2/@~2,22k21!~2,22k11!•••

3~2,12k11!~2,12k13!#, ~74!

for a constant Pk11/2 given in Eq. ~D23!. When Q
50, P,( cosQ)51 and such terms do contribute addition
regularization parameters in the mode sum representatio
the self-force. This case always results when the impro
ment to] rc

S is O(en) for n being odd.
We now see that every other higher order correction tocS

provides an additional regularization parameter. The, de-
pendence is necessarily of the form

Ea
kA ,

k11/2 ~75!

where Ea
k is independent of, but still undetermined. The

first term of this sort, fork51 is included in Eq.~12!. It is
important to note that for each value ofk the sum of these
terms from,50 to infinity is necessarily zero, and need n
be included in the self-force analysis. However we see in
next section that including these additional coefficients d
matically speeds up the convergence of the self-force s
Eq. ~11!.

VI. APPLICATION

In this section we apply the formalism developed above
determine the self-forceF r

R for a scalar charge in orbit atr
510M about a Schwarzschild black hole. In the numeri
work we use units whereM51 andq51. Appendix E de-
scribes the practical details for numerically integrating
scalar wave equation to determine theF ,r

ret. To compute the
self-force, theAr , Br and Dr terms must first be remove
from F ,r

ret as in Eqs.~11! and ~12!—a process which deter
mines residuals which fall off as,24 for large,. Removing
the contribution of each successiveEr

k improves the falloff of
the residuals by an additional two powers of,.

If we have F ,r
ret for all ,, summing the residuals afte

removingAr , Br andDr would give us the self-force. With
F ,r

ret evaluated only for finite,, we must make some attemp
to obtain the higher, contributions. To do this we will nu-
merically determine theEr

k coefficients by fitting the residu
als, considered as a function of,, with a linear combination
of terms whose, dependence is given by theEr

1 term in Eq.
~12! for k51 and by Eq.~75! for integersk.1.

A comparison of the integration results,F ,r
ret, for different

values of an accuracy parameter in the numerical rout
revealed that a systematic effect remained in our best dat
F ,r

ret. In order to avoid fitting to that systematic effect, w
chose to add to our data a small random component w
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was capable of swamping any trace of the systematic eff
and which allowed us to have precise control of the error
theF ,r

ret. This random component also provided the oppor
nity to use Monte Carlo analysis to determine the statist
significance of our result of the self-force.

In fitting for the Er
k we avoided small values of,, which

may contain significant physical information not associa
with the large, falloff of F ,r

ret. Thus we fitted the residue
for , from 13 to 40 while determining from 1 to 5 of theEr

k

coefficients. Figure 1 summarizes the results of this num
cal analysis. The curve labeledF, is F ,r

ret as a function of,.
The curvesA, B andD showF ,r

ret2F ,r
S whereF ,r

S succes-
sively includes the contribution from the regularization p
rametersAr , Br and Dr . The E1 to E5 curves show the
residuals after numerically fitting from 1 to 5 of theEr

k co-
efficients and removing their contributions successively.

We actually used a singular value decomposition fro
Ref. @20# to fit the residuals. It provided an independent e
timate of the uncertainty of theEr

k’s, which is entirely com-
patible with the Monte Carlo results. This represented a va
able, overall consistency check of our analysis. TheEr

k

coefficients which result from a fit of four coefficients a
given in Table I along with their uncertainties in bracke
After fitting four coefficients and removing their contribu
tion, we obtained an rms residual of 2.8310214 over the

FIG. 1. The upper portion of the figure displaysF ,r
ret as a func-

tion of ,, along with the result of it being regularized byAr , Br ,
andDr . The lower portion displays the residual after a numerica
of from 1 to 5 additional parameters,Er

1 . . . Er
5 . A point where the

data on a particular curve changes sign from being negative
positive is labeled with1, from positive to negative bys.

TABLE I. The fitted parameters ofF ,r
ret.

k Er
k Er

k part of F r
R

1 1.80504(4)31024 2.78201(7)31029

2 21.000(3)31024 6.90(2)310212

3 4.3(3)31025 3.1(2)310214

4 25.6(5)31025 7.7(6)310216
6-10
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fitting range, which is completely determined by the size
the random component we had introduced to the originalF ,r

ret

to swamp the systematic effect. Four coefficients eviden
fit the data down to the noise. It was clear that fitting a fi
coefficient, or more, did not improve the quality of the fit

The self-forceF r
R51.37844828(2)31025 was obtained

by summing, over the range of our data,F ,r
ret with theAr , Br

andDr terms removed as in Eqs.~11! and~12!. The remain-
der of the sum to,5` was approximated by the contribu
tions of theEr

1 , Er
2 , . . . sums from 41 tò , once theEr

k

coefficients had been determined. The uncertainty was
tained from the Monte Carlo simulation. The table al
shows the individual contribution of eachEr

k to the self-force
F r

R as well as the amount of the uncertainty inF r
R which is

attributable to thatEr
k . Without including the effects of the

Er
k tails, we would have found the sum out to,540 to be

1.3781731025. Fitting the higher order terms has allowe
us to increase dramatically the effective convergence to
final result.

Our result is consistent with Fig.~4A! of Burko’s analysis
@15#. With the Ar and Br terms removed fromF ,r

ret, he ef-
fectively calculates the total self-force by summing da
points on the equivalent of our curveB out to a large enough
value of, that convergence is obtained while using Richa
son extrapolation.

A future manuscript will apply our methods to the inve
tigation of physical questions.

VII. DISCUSSION

In a previous paper@1#, we outlined our method for com
puting the self-force. This hinged on realizing thatcR5c ret

2cS is a homogeneous solution of the field equation and
proved that it gave the same result as methods base
using the tail part of the retarded Green’s function. As
consequence of this we have obtained the same regula
tion parameters as all previous authors@10–13# using a regu-
larization procedure based on mode sum expansions. E
computation ofcR would yield a homogeneous solution o
the field equation. Under interesting physical circumstanc
we anticipate thatcR should consequently have a high lev
of differentiability @31#. The level of differentiability of an
approximation forcR is limited by the accuracy of the ap
proximation forcS. To improve the level of differentiability
of our approximation forcR beyond that ofc tail, we have
thus been led to explore higher order approximations tocS.

Following earlier work@21#, we have used THZ coordi
nates to obtain the simple approximationcS'q/r. Our key
analytical result is the expansion in Eq.~60! which is based
on this approximation. The regularization parameters are
rived from the mode sum representation of each term in
~60!. The parametersAr and Br come from the first two
terms. The parameterCr is seen to be zero, directly from th
third term. All these results are consistent with previo
work by others@10–13#. Our Dr parameter comes from th
fourth term in Eq.~60!, which we compute analytically an
for which we find the specific, dependence of 1/(2,
21)(2,13). Direct inspection of this term shows that th
10401
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sum goes to zero in the coincidence limit, so it does
contribute to the self-force. Nevertheless, it is recognition
the large, behavior of the mode sum expansion for this, a
similar higher order terms characterized by theEr

k , which
leads to dramatically improved convergence in the mo
summation. Understanding of the specific nature of the,
dependence in the mode sum representation of the hi
order terms was obtained by an analysis of general meth
for improving the approximation tocS. Our numerical ap-
plication of this scheme amply illustrates the benefits of
timating the Er

k parameters in order to accelerate conv
gence.

In principle, neither the use ofcR instead ofc tail, nor the
specific use of THZ coordinates are intrinsically necessar
the computation of the self-force. Indeed, many authors h
used neither, and have yet obtained analytical results for
regularization parameters, and/or numerical results for
self-force @10–14,22–24#. It is clear that other method
might also be used to calculateDr as well as the general,
dependence of ourEr

k terms. What we believe is important i
that the form of these higher order terms has been de
mined, and that the inclusion of these terms has a dram
impact on the effectiveness and accuracy of numerical wo

Unquestionably, the intensity of work in this area is pa
ing off, and as efficient computational techniques are rec
nized and implemented, a greater volume of results will
come available. This will be especially true in relation to t
long awaited detection of gravitational waves from bina
inspiral sources, represented by a small compact objec
orbit about a comparatively large black hole.
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APPENDIX A: THE DETERMINATION
OF THZ COORDINATES

A particular THZ coordinate system (t,x,y,z) is associ-
ated with any given geodesicG(t) of a vacuum spacetime
and is a harmonic coordinate system as well as being ‘
cally inertial and Cartesian.’’ By Zhang’s@8# definition a ‘‘lo-
cally inertial and Cartesian’’~LIC! coordinate system has th
spatial originxi50 on the worldlineG, and has the metric
being expandable aboutG in powers ofr in a particular form
which we describe asgab5hab1rp3 homogeneous polyno
mials in xi of degreeq, for non-negative integersp and q
with p1q>2.

The defining features ofnth order THZ coordinates are
that
6-11
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~i! On G: t measures the proper time along the geode
the spatial coordinatesx, y and z are all zero,gabuG5hab
and all of the first derivatives ofgab vanish.

~ii ! At linear, stationary order~cf. Ref. @8#! H̄ i j

5O(xn11).
~iii ! The coordinates satisfy the harmonic gauge condit

]ag
ab5O(xn).

To find THZ coordinates associated with a particular geo
sic, it is easiest to satisfy these conditions in order.

Given a general set of coordinatesYA and a particular
point p a new set of coordinatesXa may be defined by

Xa5Aa1B A
a ~YA2Yp

A!1
1

2
BA

aG BC
A ~YB2Yp

B!~YC2Yp
C!

1O@~Y2Yp!3#YA→Yp
A , ~A1!

where G BC
A are the usual Christoffel symbols, theAa are

arbitrary constants, and theB A
a are also arbitrary constant

restricted by the condition thatB A
a , considered a matrix, be

invertible. Weinberg@25# shows that

gab5gAB
]Xa

]YA

]Xb

]YB

5hab1O@~Y2Yp!2#, YA→Yp
A , ~A2!

so that

]gab

]Xc
5O@~Y2Yp!#, YA→Yp

A . ~A3!

A specific choice for theAa andB A
a result in the coordinates

of p beingXp
a5tpd t

a . And condition~i! is satisfied by repeat
ing this construction alongG while parallel propagating the
coordinate basis.

Thus, the coordinates that satisfy condition~i! are denoted
Xa. And

gab5hab2H̄ab

5hab2H̄ i j
ab XiXj1O~X3/R 3!, Xi→0, ~A4!

hereX in the order term can refer to any of the spatial co
dinates, and the

H̄ i j
ab [

1

2

]2H̄ab

]Xi]Xj U
G

~A5!

are functions only oft.
To satisfy conditions~ii ! and ~iii ! we use a gauge trans

formation of the form

x(new)
a 5X(old)

a 1za ~A6!

where changes in geometrical objects are calculated
through linear order inza. In this application, we are inter
ested in the vicinity ofG and accordingly let
10401
c,

n

-

-

ly

za5z i jk
a XiXjXk, ~A7!

where thez i jk
a are functions only oft to be determined below

Thus

x(new)
a 5Xa1z i jk

a XiXjXk, Xi→0 ~A8!

changesH̄ab to

H̄new
ab 5H̄old

ab1]azb1]bza2hab]cz
c1O~z2! ~A9!

or

1

3
H̄new

abi j5
1

3
H̄old

abi j1zabi j1zbai j2habzk
ki j . ~A10!

We find the necessary gauge transformation in two ste
To satisfy condition~ii ! we require that the gauge transfo
mation obey

] iz j1] jz i2h i j ]cz
c52H̄old

i j 1O~X3!, ~A11!

which implies that

z i jkl 1z j ikl 2h i j z mkl
m 52

1

3
H̄ i jkl

old . ~A12!

We use the decomposition of symmetric trace-free~STF! ten-
sors of Ref.@26# and let

z i jkl 5A^ i jkl &1
3

4
e ip^ jB

p
kl&1

5

7
d i ^ jCkl&2

1

5
H̄ i

p
p( jdkl) ,

~A13!

where ^•••& implies taking the STF part of the enclose
indices andAi jkl , Bpkl and Ckl are STF tensors on all o
their indices. The coefficient21/5 in the last term is chose
to make the trace of Eq.~A13! agree with the trace of Eq
~A12!. The remainder of the solution forz i jkl is

Ai jkl 52
1

6
H̄ ^ i jkl &1

1

7
d ( i j H̄ kl)p

p 1
1

42
H̄ p( i j

p dkl)

2
1

35
d ( i j d jk)H̄ pq

pq , ~A14!

Bpkl52
1

3
e i j ( pH̄ i

kl)
j1

1

15
d~klep)

i j H̄ iq
q

j ~A15!

and

Ckl5
1

3
H̄ ikl

i 1
1

15
~H̄ jkp

p 1H̄ k jp
p 1d jkH̄ pq

pq !, ~A16!

but only if H̄ i jkl satisfies the auxiliary condition that

H̄kli
i2H̄ kli

i 2H̄ lki
i 1dklH̄ pq

pq 50. ~A17!
6-12
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This condition is automatically satisfied whenH̄ab is derived
from a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations, cf. E
~35.64! of Ref. @17#.

The spatial component of condition~iii ! is now satisfied
throughO(x) becauseH̄ i j vanishes. The time component o
condition ~iii ! will be satisfied throughO(x) also if

]b]bz t52]bH̄old
bt , ~A18!

thus

]b]bz t52 z̈ i jk
t XiXjXk16z ik

ti Xk

522H̄ ik
ti Xk1O~X2! Xi→0, ~A19!

or

z ik
ti 52

1

3
H̄ ik

ti . ~A20!

An elementary solution forz i jk
t is

z i jk
t 52

1

5
H̄ p( i

tp d jk) . ~A21!

The combination of Eqs.~A13! and ~A21! provides the
necessary gauge transformation that results in satisfactio
conditions~ii ! and ~iii ! for second order THZ coordinates.

The third order coordinates may be found following
similar procedure where the gauge transformation is of
form

x(new)
a 5x(old)

a 1z i jkl
a XiXjXkXl , Xi→0. ~A22!

At the fourth and higher orders, where terms in the me
expansion involving two derivatives of the Riemann ten
10401
.

of

e

c
r

are of the same order as terms quadratic in the Riem
tensor, the presence of nonlinearities complicate the c
struction of THZ coordinates. We have not needed deta
knowledge about these higher order THZ coordina
throughout this paper.

APPENDIX B: THZ COORDINATES FOR A CIRCULAR
ORBIT OF SCHWARZSCHILD

To find the THZ coordinates for a circular orbit in th
Schwarzschild geometry it is convenient to take advantag
the spherical symmetry of the background geometry rat
than to follow the general procedure described in the prec
ing section. The orbitG, given by f5Vt where V
5AM /r o

3 is the orbital frequency at Schwarzschild radi
r o , is tangent to a Killing vector fieldja[]/]ts1V]/]f.
We choose three helping functionsX, Y andZ which are Lie
derived by the Killing vector,LjX5LjY5LjZ50, and
their gradients are spatial and orthogonal to the 4-velocity
the geodesic and to each other when evaluated onG. These
helping functions are

X[
r 2r o

~122M /r o!
1/2

, ~B1!

Y[r o sinu sin~f2Vts!S r o22M

r o23M D 1/2

~B2!

and

Z[r o cos~u!. ~B3!

Two more useful functions are
x̃5
@r sinu cos~f2Vts!2r o#

~122M /r o!
1/2

1
M

r o
2~122M /r o!

1/2F2
X 2

2
1Y 2S r o23M

r o22M D1Z 2G
1

MX
2r o

3~r o22M !~r o23M !
@2M2X 21Y 2~r o23M !~3r o28M !13Z 2~r o22M !2#

1
M

r o
5~122M /r o!

1/2~r o23M !
FMX 4

~r o
22r oM13M2!

8~r o22M !
1

X 2Y 2

28
~28r o

22114r oM1123M2!

1
X 2Z 2

14
~14r o

2248r oM133M2!1
MY 4

56~r o22M !2
~3r o

3274r o
2M1337r oM

22430M3!

2
M2Y 2Z 2~7r o218M !

4~r o22M !
2

MZ 4

56
~3r o122M !G ~B4!

and
6-13
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ỹ5r sinu sin~f2Vts!S r o22M

r o23M D 1/2

1
MY
2r o

3 F22X 21Y 2S r o23M

r o22M D1Z 2G1
MXY

14r o
5~122M /r o!

1/2~r o23M !

3@2MX 2~4r o215M !1Y 2~14r o
2269Mr o189M2!12Z 2~r o22M !~7r o224M !#. ~B5!

In terms of the functions defined above, the THZ coordinates (t,x,y,z) are

x5 x̃ cos~V†ts!2 ỹ sin~V†ts! ~B6!

and

y5 x̃ sin~V†ts!1 ỹ cos~V†ts! ~B7!

whereV†5VA123M /r o, along with

z5r cos~u!1
MZ

2r o
3~r o23M !

@2X 2~2r o23M !1Y 2~r o23M !1Z 2~r o22M !#1
MXZ

14r o
5~122M /r o!

1/2~r o23M !

3@MX 2~13r o219M !1Y 2~14r o
2236r oM19M2!1Z 2~r o22M !~14r o215M !# ~B8!

and

t5ts~123M /r o!
1/22

rVY
~122M /r o!

1/2
1

VMY
r o

2~122M /r o!
1/2~r o23M !

F2
X 2

2
~r o2M !1MY 2

r o23M

3~r o22M !
1MZ 2G

1
VMXY

14r o
3~r o22M !~r o23M !

@2X 2~r o
2211r oM111M2!1Y 2~13r o

2245r oM131M2!1Z 2~13r o25M !~r o22M !#.

~B9!
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The set of functions (t,x̃,ỹ,z) forms a noninertial coordi-
nate system that corotates with the particle in the sense
the x̃ axis always lines up the center of the black hole and
center of the particle, theỹ axis is always tangent to th
spatially circular orbit, and thez axis is always orthogonal to
the orbital plane. The spatial coordinates are all Lie deriv
by the Killing vector,Ljx̃5Ljỹ5Ljz50.

The xa coordinates (t,x,y,z) are locally inertial and non-
rotating in the vicinity ofG, but these same coordinates a
pear to be rotating when viewed far fromG as a consequenc
of Thomas precession as revealed in theV†ts dependence in
Eqs.~B6! and ~B7! above.

The determination of the THZ coordinates was tedio
but not difficult. We looked for the relationship between t
THZ coordinates and the usual Schwarzschild coordina
XA5(ts,r ,u,f) by using the usual rule for the change
components of a tensor under a coordinate transformatio

gab5gAB
]xa

]XA

]xb

]XB
~B10!

wheregAB is the Schwarzschild geometry in the Schwar
child coordinates. The terms throughO(X 2) ~the X in the
order term represents any ofX, Y, or Z) in the definitions of
t, x̃, ỹ and z and the rotation represented in Eqs.~B6! and
10401
at
e

d

-

s
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,

-

~B7! were chosen so thatt measured the proper time on th
orbit, gabuG5hab and]cgabuG50. This much could be done
easily by hand and resulted in coordinates that satisfied c
dition ~i! in Appendix A.

The O(X 3) and O(X 4) terms were found by use o
GRTENSORrunning underMAPLE following a procedure simi-
lar to that in Appendix A except that we used homogene
polynomials of the formz i jk

a X iX jX k andz i jkl
a X iX jX kX l

along with Eq.~B10! to determinez i j . . .
a which resulted in

the satisfaction of conditions~ii ! and ~iii ! in Appendix A.
Note that ultimately the THZ coordinates (t,x,y,z) are

linear combinations of products ofC` functions of the
Schwarzschild coordinates, and so areC` functions them-
selves.

It is convenient to note that the natural Minkowski metr
that goes with the Thorne-Hartle coordinates ishab dxadxb

[2dt21dx21dy21dz2, while its components in the origi
nal Schwarzschild coordinates are

hAB5hab

]xa

]XA

]xb

]XB
. ~B11!

Another form forhab is

hab52¹at¹bt1¹ax¹bx1¹ay¹by1¹az¹bz ~B12!

or
6-14
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hab52¹at¹bt1¹ax̃¹bx̃1¹aỹ¹bỹ1¹az̃¹bz̃

1~ x̃21 ỹ2!¹a~V†ts!¹b~V†ts!

12@ x̃¹(aỹ2 ỹ¹(ax̃#¹b)~V†ts!. ~B13!

And from the above definitions it readily follows thatL jr
2

5Ljz5Lj¹at50, while Ljx, Ljy, andLjt are nonzero.

APPENDIX C: INTEGRALS OVER F

The approach in this and the following Appendix is sim
lar to that of Appendixes C and D of Ref.@13#.

In Sec. V we define

x[12a sin2 F ~C1!

where

a[
M

r o22M
. ~C2!

And we use

^x2p&5^~12a sin2 F!2p&5
2

p E
0

p/2

~12a sin2 F!2pdF

5 2F1S p,
1

2
;1;a D[Fp . ~C3!

This result follows almost immediately from

^x2p&5
2

p E
0

p/2

~12a sin2 F!2pdF

5
1

p E
0

1

t21/2~12t !21/2~12at !2pdt, ~C4!

wheret5 sin2 F, and from the integral representation of th
hypergeometric function, Eq.~15.3.1! of Ref. @27#

2F1~a,b;c;z!5
G~c!

G~b!G~c2b!
E

0

1

tb21~12t !c2b21

3~12tz!2adt, Re~c!.Re~b!.0.

~C5!

Two elementary special cases of Eq.~C3! are

^12a sin2 F&5 2F1S 21,
1

2
;1;a D512

1

2
a5F21

~C6!

and

^~12a sin2 F!21&5 2F1S 1,
1

2
;1;a D5~12a!21/25F1 .

~C7!

The latter is used in Eq.~63! and leads to theAr term in Eq.
~12!. The special casesp5 1

2 andp52 1
2 are also easily rep
10401
resented in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the fi
and second kinds respectively,

2

p
K~a!5 2F1S 1

2
,
1

2
,1;a D5F1/2 ~C8!

and

2

p
E~a!5 2F1S 2

1

2
,
1

2
,1;a D5F21/2. ~C9!

APPENDIX D: LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS

We require the coefficientsA ,
p/2(d) in the expansion

~d2112u!p/25 (
,50

`

A ,
p/2~d!P,~u!, for d→0,

~D1!

for both positive and negative odd-integral values ofp. Note
that if p is a positive even integer then the left-hand side i
p/2 degree polynomial inu and the sum terminates wit
,5p.

First we analyze the negative odd-integral values ofp via
induction. The generating function for Legendre polynomi
is

~122tu1t2!21/25 (
,50

`

t,P,~u!, utu,1. ~D2!

With T defined from

t5e2T, ~D3!

Eq. ~D2! implies

~eT1e2T22u!21/25 (
,50

`

e2(,11/2)TP,~u!, T.0.

~D4!

The expansion

eT1e2T521T21O~T4!, T→0, ~D5!

followed by the substitution

T5dA2 ~D6!

in Eq. ~D4! provides

A ,
21/25A21O~,d!, d→0, ~D7!

which is used in the second term of Eq.~60! to arrive at Eq.
~66! and leads to theBr term of Eq.~12! and to the absence
of a term in Eq.~12! which might have resulted from th
third term of Eq.~60!.

Differentiation of both sides of Eq.~D4! with respect toT
yields
6-15
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2
1

2
~eT1e2T22u!23/2~eT2e2T!

5 (
,50

`

2S ,1
1

2De2(,11/2)TP,~u!, T.0.

~D8!

Simplification and expansion aboutT50 gives

~eT1e2T22u!23/2

5 (
,50

`
~2,11!

2T
P,~u!@11O~,T!#, T→0,

~D9!

and repeated differentiation extends this result to

~eT1e2T22u!2k21/2

5 (
,50

`
~2,11!

2~2k21!T2k21
P,~u!@11O~,T!#, T→0.

~D10!

Finally, for k>1 the expansion and substitution of Eqs.~D5!
and ~D6! result in

A,
2k21/25

2,11

d2k21~2k21!
@11O~,d!#, d→0.

~D11!

For k51

A ,
23/25

2,11

d
@11O~,d!#, d→0, ~D12!

is used in the first term of Eq.~60! to obtain Eq.~63! and,
subsequently, theAr term of Eq.~12!.

Next, for positive odd-integral values ofp in Eq. ~D1!,
first let p51 and multiply the left-hand side of Eq.~D2! by
(12u)1/2 and the right-hand side by(, A,

1/2P,(u). Then,
integrate overu from 21 to 1; the right-hand side is

(
,

t,A,
1/22/~2,11! ~D13!

from the normalization of the Legendre polynomials,

E
21

1

P,~u!P,8~u!du5
2d,,8
2,11

. ~D14!

Now, expand the left-hand side in powers oft to determine
the A ,

1/2. This results in

~12u!1/25 (
,50

`
22A2

~2,21!~2,13!
P,~u! ~D15!

and
10401
A ,
1/25

22A2

~2,21!~2,13!
. ~D16!

The latter is used in thee1 term of Eq.~60! to obtain Eq.~69!
and, subsequently, theDr term of Eq.~12!.

For other positive odd-integral values ofp.1 in Eq.
~D1!, consider the Legendre polynomial representation
(12u)k11/2, with k a positive integer,

~12u!k11/25 (
,50

`

A ,
k11/2P,~u! ~D17!

which defines the expansion coefficientsA ,
k11/2. The first

coefficientA 0
k11/2 is obtained by multiplying both sides o

Eq. ~D17! by 15P0(u), integrating overu from 21 to 1
and using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials
yield

A 0
k11/25

2k11/2

k1
3

2

. ~D18!

The coefficientsA l
k11/2 for ,>1 are obtained from Eq

~D15! by induction onk. The derivative of Eq.~D17! pro-
vides

(
,50

`

A ,
k11/2P,852S k1

1

2D ~12u!k21/2

52S k1
1

2D (
,50

`

A ,
k21/2P,

5S k1
1

2D (
,50

`

A ,
k21/2

3
P,218 2P,118

2,11
, ~D19!

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect tou, and
the last equality follows from Eq.~12.23! of Ref. @28#. A
resummation of this last expression yields

(
,51

`

A ,
k11/2P,8

5S k1
1

2D (
,51

` FA ,11
k21/2

2,13
2

A ,21
k21/2

2,21 GP,8.

~D20!

For ,>1

A ,
k11/25S k1

1

2D FA ,11
k21/2

2,13
2

A ,21
k21/2

2,21 G ~D21!

provides A,
k11/2 in terms of A,

k21/2 with the help of Eq.
~D18!. The final result is
6-16
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A ,
k11/25Pk11/2~2,11!/@~2,22k21!

3~2,22k11!•••~2,12k11!~2,12k13!#,

~D22!

where

Pk11/25~21!k112k13/2@~2k11!!! #2 ~D23!

for k a positive integer or zero. Equation~D22! is used to
furnish the, dependence in theEr

1 term of Eq.~12!.
The significant conclusions of this appendix are summ

rized in Eqs.~D7!, ~D11! and ~D22!.

APPENDIX E: INTEGRATION OF THE SCALAR
WAVE EQUATION

The scalar field resulting from a chargeq moving in a
circular orbit of the Schwarzschild geometry is most eas
found following an approach similar to that of Breueret al.
@29# or, more recently, Burko@15#. The wave equation for the
scalar field is

¹2c524p%, ~E1!

where the scalar field source%, being distinct fromr, rep-
resents a point chargeq moving through spacetime along
worldline G(t), described by coordinatesza(t). This source
is

%~x!5q E ~2g!21/2d4
„xa2za~t!…dt

5q~2g!21/2~dt/dt!21d3
„xi2zi~ t !…, ~E2!

with t the proper time along the worldline. For a circul
orbit at radiusr o , expanding% in terms of spherical har
monic components provides

%5q E ~2g!21/2d~r 2r o!d~u2p/2!d~f2Vt !

3d„t2t~t!…dt

5r 22qd~r 2r o!d~u2p/2!d~f2Vt !dt/dt

5(
,m

q,m

4pr o
d~r 2r o!e

ivmtY,m~u,f!, ~E3!

where

vm[2mV, ~E4!

q,m5
4pq

r o

Y,m* ~p/2,0!

dt/dt
, ~E5!

and

dt

dt
5

1

A123M /r o

. ~E6!

Also, decomposingc provides
10401
-

y

c5(
,,m

c,m~r !eivmtY,m~u,f!, ~E7!

and the,m component of the scalar wave equation becom

d2c,m

dr2
1

2~r 2M !

r ~r 22M !

dc,m

dr
1F v2r 2

~r 22M !2
2

,~,11!

r ~r 22M !Gc,m

52
q,m

r o22M
d~r 2r o!. ~E8!

We know that

Y,,2m5~21!mY,,m* , ~E9!

and the reality of% and of the final solution forc(t,r ,u,f)
requires similar expressions forq,,2m andc,,2m .

The boundary conditions of interest require only ingoi
waves at the event horizon

c,m5eivr
* /r , r→2M , ~E10!

and only outgoing waves at infinity

c,m5e2 ivr
* /r , r→`, ~E11!

where

r * 5r 12M log~r /2M21!. ~E12!

An expansion ofc,m starts the numerical integration a
large r. We assume that

c,m~r !5
e2 ivr

*

r (
n50

an

r n
~E13!

and, with Eq.~E8!, obtain a recursion relation foran :

an5
n~n21!2,~,11!

2ivn
an212

M ~n21!2

ivn
an22 ,

~E14!

with the starting values ofa051 andan,050. This is an
asymptotic expansion, and we begin the integration of
~E8! at a value ofr which is just big enough that the sum i
Eq. ~E13! reaches machine accuracy before beginning to
verge. We numerically integrate Eq.~E8! in to the radius of
the orbit r o : this provides us with a homogeneous soluti
c` with proper boundary conditions at larger.

Similarly an expansion ofc,m for small r 22M starts the
numerical integration near the event horizon. We assume

c,m~r !5
eivr

*

r (
n50

bn~r 22M !n ~E15!

and, with Eq.~E8!, obtain a recursion relation forbn :
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bn52
12ivM ~n21!1~2n23!~n21!2~,21,11!

2M ~4invM1n2!
bn21

2
12ivM ~n22!1~n22!~n23!2,~,11!

4M2~4invM1n2!
bn22

2
iv~n23!

2M2~4invM1n2!
bn23 , ~E16!

with the starting values ofb051 andbn,050. We begin the
integration of Eq.~E8! at a value ofr 22M which is just
small enough that the sum in Eq.~E15! reaches machine
accuracy within a reasonable number of terms. We num
cally integrate Eq.~E8! out to the radius of the orbitr o : this
provides us with a homogeneous solutioncH with proper
boundary conditions near the event horizon.

The retarded field is

c,m
ret 5H Ac,m

H , r ,r o

Bc,m
` , r .r o ,

~E17!

with the match atr o determined by thed-function source of
Eq. ~E8!,
s.

10401
ri-

S B
dc,m

`

dr
2A

dc,m
H

dr D
r o

52
q,m

r o22M
~E18!

which yields

AS c,m
H

dc,m
`

dr
2c,m

`
dc,m

H

dr D 52c,m
`

q,m

r o22M
~E19!

and

BS c,m
H

dc,m
`

dr
2c,m

`
dc,m

H

dr D 52c,m
H q,m

r o22M
. ~E20!

The, component of the radial self-force forc ret in Eq. ~11!,
is then given by

F ,r
ret5 (

m52,

, dc,m
ret

dr
U

r o

. ~E21!

Section VI describes the efficient use ofF ,r
ret in the determi-

nation of the self-force.
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